
Better understand tenant needs
with Equiem’s data and analytics
Gain a deeper understanding of your tenants with Equiem’s robust
data and analytics dashboards. Use our customizable analytics
dashboards to dig into user data and let your asset evolve and
adapt to the people who work there.



Know what your tenants want and
need

Equiem’s data and analytics allows you to better understand tenant
needs and wants - so that you can create events, content, and
engagement campaigns that you know will be successful. And our
Leasing Dashboards provide you with actionable insights about key
tenants so you can build a more effective retention strategy.

Intuitive dashboards
Gather insights and find opportunities with our easy-to-read analytics dashboards

Make analysis easy with a visual representation of how tenants are interacting with your platform.
Track key metrics across every part of your business, from content engagement to the performance
of your eCommerce partners.

● Track customer interactions across all
aspects of your Equiem platform. See page
views, comments, clicks, purchases, and
more

● Dedicated ‘Content’ and ‘Newsletters’
sections. Find out how tenants are
engaging with your communications,
perform split tests, and hone your strategy

● Compare the engagement of different
tenants to better inform your leasing
strategy

● Huge selection of control parameters to let
you dig deep into the data and find new
insights and potential audience groups

Monitor engagement with every Equiem product
on our customizable analytics dashboards.



Segment your audiences
Use deep insights to create nearly limitless audiences based on interests, location,
role, and more

Our analytics tools allow you to group tenants together at a granular level based on the way they
engage with your platform. Craft special content and events for the people you already know will be
interested to boost the ROI of your strategy.

● Break down your audiences into discrete categories based on how they use their tenant platform

● See data from specific audiences to see how different segments react to different types of
content

● Create campaigns that appeal to specific sets of tenants like onsite employees, remote workers,
managers… even fitness enthusiasts or coffee lovers

● Let your tenants guide your strategy. Use our data and analytics to create audiences based on the
way tenants organically interact with your building to foster a true sense of community

Boost lease renewals
Use our Leasing Data Dashboard to keep crucial tenant data in focus

Give your leasing team access to our specialized Leasing Data Dashboard to help them track key data
that can help secure renewals. Know how each of your tenants is feeling about your site at all times
and confidently craft your retention strategy.

● Sort user interactions by tenancy to understand how each tenant’s users are interacting with the
platform

● Analyse every daily interaction with your platform by tenancy

● Understand the categories that each tenant is interested in so that you can design campaigns to
appeal to your most important tenancies

● See when each lease expires in an easy-to-read table. Prioritize campaigns around tenancies that
are at risk or nearing the end of their agreement

● Use data gleaned from the dashboard to create re-engagement campaigns based on past
behavior



Polls and surveys
Want to find out how your tenants are feeling about your building? Just ask them!

The best way to understand your data… is more data. Take the guesswork out of your analysis with
Equiem’s polls and surveys function. Communicate directly with your tenants to find out how they’ll
react to new campaigns and changes to the building.

● Send easy-to-design polls and surveys to
workers in your building on any topic you like

● Design your own poll or choose one from
Equiem’s comprehensive library

● Poll results can be cross-referenced against
tenancies in the leasing dashboard for added
insight

● Design events calendars that your tenants will
be excited about. Assess the effectiveness of each
event and use the data to improve future
campaigns

Every poll is represented visually so that the results
are fast and easy to understand.

Data-driven spending
Safeguard ROI for every campaign by building on what you know

Equiem’s data and analytics suite gives you the tools to craft campaigns with confidence. Use the
data developed from polls and previous campaigns to create strategies you know your tenants will
respond to. And avoid spending money on campaigns that are doomed to fail.

● Gauge the success of every piece of content, communication, and event to know what works for
your tenants

● Use polls and surveys to gain active participation from tenants. Ask them what they want, then
build campaigns around their passions and needs

● Avoid wasting money on campaigns that your tenants wouldn’t use or want

● Ground every future campaign in past performance. Know what’s worked in the past and use it as
a blueprint for future success



Case studies

Helping Renew Key Tenants
with Tailored Engagement
Strategies Built from Equiem
Data
The Client:
US Commercial Landlord
14M sqft portfolio

Problem
With a large portfolio of office assets, this client
wanted to get smarter about the way they dealt
with tenancies approaching renewal. They wanted
to know more about the priorities of at-risk
tenancies, which would allow them to be more
strategic about their content and budgeting.

Solution
Equiem proposed that they shift the focus of their
engagement strategy to target key tenant
contacts. The aim was to ensure that these key
contacts were logging in on a regular basis.

Results
The data generated through consistent
engagement was invaluable. By targeting key
tenants, our client gained new insights into which
categories each tenancy was focused on in the
lead-up to their renewal period.

Today, they can specifically craft campaigns for
at-risk tenancies. These campaigns are focused
on the interests and priorities of those tenancies,
boosting the likelihood that they will renew their
lease when the time comes.

Utilizing Polls to Confirm What
Tenants Wanted
The Client:
Global Commercial Landlord
8M sqft portfolio

The Asset:
Boston, MA, USA
200,000 sqft

Problem
Prior to the pandemic, this client located in the
heart of Boston operated a free shuttle bus service
for employees. However, when most employees
began working remotely, they stopped offering this
service.

As employees started to return to the office in
greater numbers, the client was faced with a
decision: Should they resume the service? Or
would it be a waste of their budget?

Solution
To make the decision simple, we ran a poll on the
Equiem platform. We asked their users one simple
question: Would they use the free shuttle service if
it returned?

Results
50% of occupants completed the poll, with a
significant number of those users expressing
interest in the reinstatement of the service. As a
result, our client brought their shuttle back with
the confidence that it would be money well spent.



Utilizing Data to Drive Up
Registrations from
Target Tenants
The Client:
UK Commercial Landlord
10M sqft portfolio

The Asset:
Oxford, UK
600K sqft

Problem
Online engagement is challenging when your
workforce is largely remote. But that’s also when
user engagement is most important.

So, even though work-from-home restrictions were
in force throughout England, this Oxford-based
office building wanted to ensure that registrations
were rising on their tenant platform.

Solution
Using Equiem’s analytics dashboards, we
identified the companies with lower levels of
portal registration. That information was then
used to craft registration campaigns aimed at
those particular companies.

Results
We ran a series of these campaigns over a period
of several months, prioritizing tenancies with the
deepest pools of unregistered users. The
campaigns were a resounding success and more
than 280 new users registered to the Equiem
platform.

Using Data Tools to Engage
and Foster a Community
The Client:
US Commercial Landlord
4.5M sqft portfolio

The Asset:
Waltham, MA, USA
3M sqft

Problem
Our client, an office park situated in the suburbs of
Massachusetts, values the sense of community
they’ve created on their campus. And they know
that a real community requires communication
between a workplace and the people who work
there. They wanted to make sure that their tenants
had a voice.

Solution
To give their tenants their say, they created a piece
of content on their platform that asked tenants
what they wanted to see in their buildings. One of
the suggestions sparked their interest. A “gratitude
wall” – a physical location where workers could
express the things they loved most about their
building.

As a result, the onsite team decided to create a
digital space where workers could leave
comments. These comments would then be
displayed in the lobby for everyone to read.

Results
Today, whenever employees or visitors pass



through the office park’s main lobby, they’re
greeted with a visual reminder of the campus’
thriving community.

Supercharging Event
Attendance by Confirming
Tenant Wants
The Client:
Global Commercial Landlord
20M sqft portfolio

The Asset:
North Carolina, USA
480,000 sqft

Problem
Located in North Carolina, this thriving campus
houses a number of bio-science tenants spread
across 8 state-of-the-art buildings. In order to
make the most of the campus setting, our client
wanted to design a calendar of events to set the
whole site buzzing.

To that point, the client had hosted food truck
events to limited success. They wanted to
supercharge these events to make sure they
resonated with tenants.

Solution
In order to find out how they could best evolve
their events, we used Equiem’s polling
functionality to run a campaign asking tenants
what they wanted from the events.

We asked tenants a series of questions: What do
you like about the food trucks? If you don’t visit the
food trucks, why not? What type of food would
excite you most?

Results
46% of tenants responded to the three polls. The
information gathered from tenants allowed our
client to perfect their food truck offerings, offer
tenants in-demand food options, and boost ROI on
the events.


